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“Relax...we’re on IT”

Even MORE reasons to switch to our ProVent Security Suite
by Ryan Mc Millen
Those of you that have switched over to ProVent, our affordable remote management and security tool, already know
how it helps your company get some control over day to day IT tasks.
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And of course, it allows us to monitor your equipment and let us know of hardware issues before they become even
bigger issues. Or it lets us examine what software is installed on any of your PC’s, or helps identify which PC’s are
ready for replacement.
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And then there’s the award-winning Bitdefender antivirus add-on that allows us to monitor the antivirus status of
those very same computers in an easy to read web portal, ensuring that you don’t have to purchase a different
product for each of your needs (Management, antivirus, content filtering, etc.) Bitdefender costs the same as other,
less effective AV products, but rates far higher than most in effectiveness year after year!
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And speaking of content filtering, those of you who
have it probably get to avoid the vast majority of
website hacks and viruses that pop up on most user’s
computers. After all, antivirus is only 50% of the solution.
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Sure, we use it to remotely log into a PC to help your users, reducing costs by eliminating some onsite service calls for
issues we can just fix for you quickly without driving to your office.
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Having a good content filter that keeps your users away
from malicious websites is the other half. ProVent can
take care of BOTH.

Thin Size

But now, there’s new stuff to tell you about. Now you
have the ability, through ProVent, to take over your PC
ProVent monitors 17 health checks
using Team Viewer. This is a business remote control
on multiple computers - 24/7
program that many people ask for so they can control
their PC from home or another location. LogMeIn, an often-used remote control program, costs hundreds of dollars
per year per account! Our version comes with ProVent at no additional cost!
Messing around with PCI compliance for your business and don’t know where to start? The ProVent Security Scan
helps you identify network and data vulnerabilities for as little as $3 per PC per month and you only need it while we
collect the necessary information. Then we just turn it back off and you stop getting charged. Imagine a report
explaining in detail how many of your user’s computers have sensitive personal information hidden somewhere on
them such as Social Security numbers or credit card numbers. Using this tool, you can find all of it, eliminate it, create
a process to keep it from happening again and then turn the service off. No contracts, no questions. What a great way
to start fresh.

HUGE Value
Lenovo All in One
4 GB RAM / 500 GB HD
Win10 Pro

And there’s the ability to back up your PC too! ProVent backup can provide local and offsite images of your PC for as
little as $15/month per computer. Never before have complete image-based backups been so easy to implement and
so inexpensive.
And there’s a ProVent solution for your server too! With antivirus and remote tools and even very inexpensive backup
options.
ProVent is like one of those nifty multitools you keep in your pocket that has a knife, a can opener and a toothpick
(although who would ever use a toothpick in a pocket tool. Gross.) ProVent is the multitool for your business that cuts
down viruses and the expenses associated with removing them. It’s the tool to help our techs provide you with faster
and more efficient support. It’s basically an IT department disguised as software…without the W-2.
If you would like to know more about this incredible tool that helps you manage and track issues before they affect
your computer, give one of our technicians a call to discuss how you can get all the benefits outlined in this newsletter
for a low monthly fee and no contract!
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